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1. Introduction
The past two decades have been a period of remarkable progress in experiments and
theory in high energy physics. If I have to characterize this period by one phrase
for the theoretical side, it has been the "Era of Unification" which has brought far
greater synthesis than ever realized before in our understanding of the inner nature
of the fundamental particles and their forces. This comprises the evolution from the
ideas of the successful electroweak theory and QCD to those of grand unification,
supersymmetry and finally superstrings in which one may envisage a unity of all
the forces of nature including gravity. In spite of this progress, however, the string
theory has yet to make contact with the real world and there are many loose ends
and gaps. Thus, it is not clear as to whether we have even a glimpse of the "end" in
our search for the "ultimate unified theory". In this sense, the era still continues.
Meanwhile, such a progress in unified theories has presented us with a vision of
what physics may be like at very short distances spanning up to the presumed grand
unification or even the Plank scale (~ 10-29 to 10-an cm) and at correspondingly
high energies and high temperatures. This in turn has led to a healthy interplay
between particle physics and cosmology. In particular, attempts at higher unification have provided us with at least some (and perhaps all) of the ingredients that
are necessary to resolve a few longstanding puzzles in cosmology. These include the
issues of homogeneity and flatness on the one hand and that of baryogenesis on the
other hand. Moreover, particle physics provides us with well-motivated candidates
(such as axions and photinos) for constituting cold dark matter which seems to be
needed, in addition perhaps to hot dark matter (these could be the tau neutrinos
with masses of order 5-10 eV), to explain the missing mass as well as the formation
of structures in the early universe.
2. Some key e x p e r i m e n t a l results: success of t h e S t a n d a r d M o d e l
Together with these theoretical developments to which I shall return, there have
been a parMlel impressive growth in experimental high energy physics over the last
two decades, thanks to the construction of the hadronic, ep and e-e + colliders on
the one hand and the several underground facilities on the other hand. Studies
at these facilities, many of which we will hear in detail at this symposium, have
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enabled us to advance the frontier of our vision in several ways. These include: (i) a
thorough verification of the Standard Model (1-7), (ii) some unanticipated discoveries (8) and (iii) probings into new physics through searches for new phenomena,
new particles and rare processes (9-16), as listed below.
(1) Studies of neutrabcurrent weak interactions involving vN, vs e-e + and epsystems all of which show excellent agreement with predictions of the Standard
Model.
(2) Discovery of the SM-Predicted charm, W + and g. Once sin 2 Ow was measured
in experiments involving vN interactions, SM could predict the masses of W ~: and
Z in advance. They were discovered and found to have just the right masses as
predicted.
(3) Accurate measurements especially at s
of the properties of Z ~ including mz,
rb~, AFB(P), AFB(T), and Apot(~') and mw (at CDF)
and ( m w / m z ) (at UA2). Once again, the observed values of these entities are
in excellent accord with the predictions of the SM (see Table 1). In turn, these
measurements, together with radiative corrections evaluated within the framework
of SM which are sensitive to mt but not to mH, yield an indirect values for rnt [1]:

rz, a,(mz), ra, rhad,

m t = 1-~n+19
+15 GeV.
~ v v + 2 4 --20
The central value assumes m x = 300 GeV, while the last errors correspond to
mH varying from 60 to 1000 GeV. Thus we see that the top cannot be far away
and should be seen at the Tevatron unless something drastically is wrong with the
Standard Model even at low energies which is unlikely. The lower limit on mt set
by Tevatron - searches as of March, 1993, is 119 GeV. Once the top is found, many
more stringent tests of the SM would be possible.
(4) Measuring the number of light neutrino species Nv: The measurement of this
number at LEP through precision measurements of Z ~ partial and total widths,
which in principle includes not only all the light neutrinos which couple to Z ~
but also entities such as heavy neutrinos with kinetic suppression, sneutrinos (this
would reduce Nv by (1 - cos4 8)) yields [1]:
3.04+.035
Nv = 2.99-I-.03

(LEP 91)
(LEP 91 and 92).

This is in good accord with the Observed three light chiral families. It is also noteworthy that astrophysical treatment of helium and other light element - abundance
produced in the eaurly universe requires Nv < 3.3. This is fully compatible with
the LEP determination of N~.
(5) Precision measurements of the Standard Model coupling constants at mz which
yield [11

a1(mz)
a2(mz)
aa(mz)
sin 20w(mz)
2

=
=
=
=

.0168874-.000040,
.033224-.00025,
.118 4- .007,
.23284- .0007.
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Table 1. Testing Standard Model (LEP/z,N/Atomic)*
Quantity
mz

Data

(aeV)

rz (GeV)
rt~ (MeV)
rh,d (MeV)
**rb~ (MeV)

ApoI( )
**AFB(b)
m w (GeV)
mw/mz
Ow(cs)

91.187 q- .007
2.491 4- .007
83.43 • 0.29
1741.2 4- 6.6
373 4- 9
.0152 4- .0027
.140 4- .018
.093 -4- .012
79.91 4- 0.39 (CDF)
.8813 4- .0041 (UA2)
-71.04 4- 1.58 4- [.88]
Boulder Theory

Standard Model
m, = 150+~, 60 < m. < 1000
input, a, = .12 4- .01
2.490.4- .001 4- .005 4- [.006]
83.66 4- .02 -1- .13
1739 • 1 4- 4 4- [6]
375.9 • .2 • .5 4- [1.3]
.0141 4- .0005 5= .0010
.137 4- .002 4- .005
.096 4- .002 • .003
80.18 q- .02 4- .13
.8793 4- .0002 4- .0014
-73.20 4- .07 4- .02

* Table taken from review by P. Langacker, which is based on reports by L. Rolandi (1992),
D. Schaae 0993) and others (see Ref 1).
** rb~ and ArB(b) seem to imply that canonical top exists
The fact that sin 2 0w measured in ve --* Pc, PN ~ v X , vp --* vp and eD scatterings
agree, within the error bars, with the more precise determination of sin 2 0w at LEP
is once again a beautiful confirmation of the SM.
(6) Precision Measnrements of the Eiectroweak oblique Corrections S and T: The
entities such as m z , I'ti(z), row, gL and gR (relevant to ~N), (rhad/rti)z , AFB(b),
Pr(Z), and Qw depend not only on (mr, m u ) but also on the propagators of the
(7, Z, W) system which in turn are generally sensitive to new physics beyond
the SM (e.g. to existence of heavy chiral fermions) [2]. 1 The dependence on the
propagators is neatly characterized by the so called S, T and U parameters. The
measurements of S and T certainly disfavor a single SU(2)L-doublet technicolour
model and exclude one-generation TC models [2]. Further improvements in the
measurements of the electroweak parameters such as row, r z , sin 2 0w and eventually AFB(b), which are expected within a year, will reduce the errors in S by about
a factor 3 and thereby limit even more severely a class of new physics beyond the'
SM. [The S and T parameters are not sensitive, however, to the existence of heavy
vector-like families (in contrast to chiral families), because these have SU(2)L x U(1)
symmetric masses.]
(7) Testing asymptotic freedom of QCD through (a) studies of deep inelastic structure functions, (b) the expected variation of the running coupling constant a3 and
(c) observation of quark and gluon jets in e-e + and hadronic processes. Here also
there is very good agreement in each case between theory and experiments [3]. For
1Based on private conmmnlcation from P. Langaeker (April 1993), the current experimental
values are: S = - . 2 9 -I- .46 ( S < + . 3 0 (9O% CL); T = O.O5 4- .43 a n d U = .37 4- .93, w h e r e as for
technicolor models with SU(NTc) and ND doublets, one expects STC ~ (0.1)NTcND ~, 1.6 for
a one- ~eneratlon model {ND = 4) with NTc = 4 (see the secx)ndpaper by Peskin and Takeuchiin
[2]).
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instance, it is impressive that aa measured at the r-mass through F(r ~ v~ +
hadrons), and extrapolated to the Z-mass, agrees well with other measurements of
a3 which involve diverse phenomena such as deep inelastic scattering, Upsilon and
J / ~ system, and Z~
properties studied at LEP (see Table 2).
Table 2. Values of trs(mz)*

Source
F~r--*vte~+had)

T, J/~

cts(mz)
0.118 4- .005
(Extrapolated from ct,(m,) = 0.33 4- .Off)
0.112 4- .005
0.113 4- .006

LEP ( R z - r-~t ~
LEP, event Topologies

0.133 4- .012
0.123 4- .005

Deep Inelastic

* Table taken from review by P. La~gacker, which is based on data reviewed by S. Bethke,
S. Catani and T. Hebbeker (Ref 1).
A reasonable value is:
Oto(mz)~_ 0.12 4- .01.
(8) Through Unanticipated Discoveries: This in particular pertains to the discovery
of the tau lepton and the subsequent (SM expected) discovery of the b-quark. We
now wait for the discovery of the top. There are a few exciting phenomena such as
the solar neutrino deficit which have been noted experimntally and will be presented
below. Any of these will constitute a major discovery if it is confirmed.
Several experiments shed light mostly by setting limits on new phenomena on
the extent to which physics beyond the Standard Model may or may not be relevant.
These include:
(9) Direct measurements of Neutrino Masses: So far these measurements yield only
limits [4]:
my,
m~
m~,

<
<
<

9.3eV,
270KeV,
31MeV.

(10) Studies of Neutrino Oscillations at reactors and accelerators: Once again, so
far, studies involving the transitions v~ ~ v~, vx and ve --* v~, v)c have not yielded
any positive result, but have helped eliminate certain regions in the parameter-space
involving (Ami2$ -- ] m~ -- m2~ [, sin220) [4,5]. For example, the E531 Fermilab
experiment excluded the points (10 eV 2, 10-2) and (20 eV 2, 2 x 10-3) for ~ - vr
mixing and the point (10 eV 2, 4 x 10-1) for ve - v~, mixing. Forthcoming and proposed experiments will either observe neutrino oscillations, as expected in a number
of interesting theoretical models especially for the u, - v~ system [see discussion
later], or significantly extend the excluded regions and thereby eliminate these models. For instance the proposed CERN experiments (CHORUS and NOMAD) can
exclude the point (10 eV 2, 5 x 10-3) and the Fermilab P803 can exclude the point
(10 eV 2, 2 x 10-3) for t,~ - v~ oscillation [4,5].
4
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(11) Solar Neutrino Flux: The First Anomaly: The pioneering Homestake experiments by Davis et al looking for the flux of ve's coming from the sun via the
reaction ve + 3rCi ---, 3TAr + e- (ETh = .8 MeV) have for quite some time shown
a rate which is consistently smaller by nearly a factor of three to four than that
expected theoretically on the basis of "standard" solar model calculations (SSM)
made by Bahcall and Ulrich and more recently by Bahcall and Pinsonneault (BP)
and independently by Turck-chieze et al (TC) [6,7]. The ratios of observed flux (2.1
4- .3 SNU) to SSM calculations 8 4- 1 SNU (BP) and 6.4 + 1.3 SNU (TC), with
uncertainties at one standard deviation) are listed in Table 3.
Table 3

BP
TC

Rchl
.26 + .04
.33 4- .05

RKAM
.50 ::t=.07
.65 + .09

R,GALLEX RgAGE
.63 4- .14
.44 4- .19
.67 + .15
.47 4- .20

The Kamiokande Water-Cerenkov detector observes v,'s from the sun via the reaction ve + e- --* v + e- (ETH = 7.5 MeV). The observed flux is about half of that
expected on the basis of the SSM (see Table 3).
Most recently, the GALLEX and SAGE experiments, which detect v's from the
sun via the reaction ve + T1Ga ---* 71Ge + e- (ETH = .23 MeV), report fluxes of
83 4- 19 4- 8 SNU (GALLEX) and 57 + ~ 4- 14 SNU (SAGE 90 + 91) respectively,
to be compared with the theoretical predictions of 132 4- 7 SNU (BP) and 125 =1:5
SNU (TC). The ratios of observed fluxes to SSM predictions for these experiments
are shown in Table 3.
On the face of it there is clearly a defict of solar neutrino fluxes compared
to SSM predictions. Could this deficit go away by either assuming a variety of
non-standard solar models which incidentally turn out to alter SSM predictions
primarily by altering the solar core temperature (Tr or because one or several of
the experimental findings will turn out to be wrong, or a combination of both ? As
regards the dependence on the core temperature, the Karniokande experiment with
the highest energy threshold (7.5 MeV) is sensitive only to the neutrinos from SB
decay, the flux of which is proportional to T~ s. The Homestake experiment receives
contributions primarily from SB-neutrinos, but it also gets significant contributions
from rBe-neutrinos whose flux goes as T~c. If one lowers Tc to accomodate the
Kamiokande data, one ends up predicting a rate of about 4SNU [8] for the Homestake experiment, whereas the observed rate is 2.1 4- .3 SNU. In other words, if
one accepts both the Homestake and the Kamiokande results, it seems difficult to
understand them both simply b:~ changing the properties of the sun. This appears
to suggest that the solar neutrino deficit is very likely real and that it would need
for its resolution new physics involving properties of the neutrinos rather than those
of the sun.
One, however, needs much more definitive information before drawing a firm
conclusion on this fundamental issue. The GALLEX and SAGE results, with their
low energy thresholds (Ev = .2 MeV), were expected to provide this information.
But their mean values and error bars turned out to be such that they do not yet
allow us to conclude definitively either way. One must thus wait for improved
results from GALLEX and SAGE on the one hand and those from the forthcoming
facilities including SNO, Superkamiokande, BOREXINO and ICARUS on the other,
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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to judge conclusively whether new physics involving'neutrinos is needed to account
for the solar neutrino fluxes reaching the earth.
If the solar neutrino deficit turns out to be real, it would suggest that either (i)
the ve's oscillate in vacuum into v#, i/r or a sterile neutrino in their journey from
the sun to the earth (with Am 2 = [ m~. - m 2
I "~ 10-1~ eV2, sin2 20 ~ .75 to
1), or (ii) the neutrino (P~) possesses a sufficiently large diagonal or non-diagonal
magnetic dipole moment [9] and undergoes a helicity flip transition into v~ or ~
or v~ (etc.) in the magnetic field of the sun, or last but not least (iii) the L,e
makes transitions into v~,, vr or ~s inside the sun which are resonantly enhanced
due to presence of mater in the sun. Of these, perhaps the most popular, because
it seems to require parameters which emerge naturally in a number of interesting
theoretical models, is the last of the three, suggested by Mikheyev and Smirnov
and Wolfenstein (MSW). Within the MSW solution of the solar neutrino deficit,
the present combined set of data of Homestake, Kamiokande, GALLEX and SAGE
seem to prefer the non-adiabatic small mixing angle solution:
Am~ =l m-'V e - m 2l / # ,

r,S

1-,~(3 - 10) x 10-6 eV2; sin" 20 ~ 10--'.

The future SNO, Superkamiokande, BOREXINO and ICARUS experiments would
shed much clearer light on these issues. If the solar neutrino deficit turns out to be
real in that it requires new physics involving neutrinos, one way or the other this
would mean that some neutrino-species has a mass and that would certainly open
a new chapter in particle physics.
(12) Atmospheric Neutrinos - A Second Anomaly: vu's and ve's and their antiparticles are produced by the interactions of cosmic rays in the atmosphere. Although
their absolute fluxes are uncertain within about 30%, it is commonly believed that
the estimate of their ratio is reliable to within 5% [10], barring some non-standard
phenomena. Both the Kamiokande and the IMB groups have, however, reported a
deficit in the ratio of the contained pa- and e :1: events[6]:
(#/e),x e, = J" .65 4- .08 -t- .06
(p/e)th,or~
[ .54 + .05 4..12

(Kamiokande),
(IMB).

If this deficit is real, one canonical explanation is that us's get depleted because of
oscilation, for example into t,T's. In this case one would need Am-' ,-, (10 -3 - 1)
eV-' with a large mixing angle sin 2 20 -,, .5, which do not, however, match the
parameters that are relevant to the resolution of the solar neutrino puzzle. One
possibility is that at least one of the two puzzles will disappear due to improvements
in experiments and/or theory. One additional point that seems to eliminate much
of the parameter-space corresponding to the v~,-oscillation hypothesis is that the
IMB group reports no deficit in the flux of upward going muons [this, however, is
sensitive to absolute flux calculations].
An alternative explanation [11] of the atmospheric neutrino-anomaly, which
does not interfere with the explanations of the solar neutrino puzzle, is that t,~,'s
have a normal flux, but the apparent signal for v~'s is enhanced by unconventional
proton decays, e.g. of the type p --. e+l/e~e [12], with lifetimes of order few x 1031
years. It has been noted in Ref. 12 sometime ago that decay modes of the nucleon
of the type N - . ~s + (pions) satisfying A(B - L) = - 2 , where ~ stands for a
lepton, can occur through scalar exchanges and that, in a model with SU(4)-color,
6
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such modes can, in general, compete favorably with or even supercede the two-body
decays N --* / + pion (A(B - L) = - 2 ) as well as the canonical decay N ~ ~ -tpion (A(B - L) = 0). Although, it turns out that the spr
mode p --+ e+veve
is not allowed if v~R is superheavy [13], the mechanism of Ref.12 can still perimit
decays like p ~ e-e+l/eLTr +, I9 - ' * I/eLPeLVeL~+, n ~ e-e+l/eL and n -* i/eLVeLPeL
etc. [14], where the rates of the neutron-decay modes are not simply related by
Clebsches to those of the proton. Therefore, the question of whether first of all
there is a vo-deficit and/or "re-excess" or neither, and second of all the relevance
of vo-oscillation for the case of v~, deficit and that of multi-lepton decay modes of
the nucleon for the case of "re-excess", still need to be examined through several
consistency checks, which should include (a) a better understanding of the fluxes
and their ratios, (b) careful studies of the energy spectra of the charged leptons
and (c) direct searches for nucleon decays into multy-lepton modes of the type
mentioned above. The last search is, of course, important in its own right.
(13) Tau Lifetime - A Possible Anomaly: For a fairly recent review of this topic,
see rapporteur talk by L. Rolandi [15]. Measurements of lr + ---, e+v and lr + --, p+v
decay rates yield
(g~/g~,) = .9987 + .0019,
where ge and g~ denote the couplings of W + to e+v and p+v currents respectively.
The above ratio shows that p - e universality is very well obeyed. The p - r
universality can be tested by comparing the decay widths of the muon and the tau
into electron and two neutrinos:

(g*/g~

~r

kmSr)

Here gT denotes the coupling of W + to r+~-current. Using the most accurate recent
measurement of mr (= 1776.9 +i4 + .2 MeV) at BES, tau-lifetime measurements
(LEP and others) and the measurements of tau-electronic branching ratio (CLEO,
LEP and others), one obtains [15].

g__L=
g~

.992 4- .007
.974+.012
.987 4- .006

LEP
NON-LEP
All data

(1.1a),
(2.2a),
(2.2a).

Here the NON-LEP average includes CLEO and previous measurements [16]. We
see that there is an indication of a deviation from p - r universality with the effective
coupling g~ being smaller than go- If this effect prevails, it would be another
important clue to new physics beyond the Standard Model. Very likely, this would
imply that vr mixes with a heavy neutrino "N" (ran > 45 GeV), which is a singlet
of SU(2)L • U(1) - i.e. it is sterile. Such a mixing with a consequent increase in tau
lifetime is in fact predicted in a class of models[17], in which a "sterile" neutrino
being part of a doublet of SU(2)R arises in a compelling manner. [In these models,
an increase in tau lifetime gets correlated with a predicted decrease in neutrinocounting [17] (i.e. rr increases by (cos ~ 0) -1 while Nv = 2 + cos4 0, where 0 is the
~,~ - N mixing angle).
(14) Limits on Masses of S U S Y Partners and Higgses: For a review see e.g. Ref.[18].
The present limits are:
P r a m a n a - J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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m~,~,~ > 45 GeV, m~ > 32 GeV (LEP);
m ~ > 45 GeV, m~ > 20 GeV, t a n ~ > 3; ~.
(LEP);
m~2 > 51 GeV, tan/~ > 3.
J
SUSY Higgs: mH > 43 GeV, mA > 20--44 GeV, mill > 42 GcV, (LEP);
m i _> 130 GeV (CDF), m{ >_ 150 GeV (CDF);
m I > 45 GeV (LEP).
The existence of SUSY particles with at least some members (like the gluinos and
the winos) having masses less than about 1 TeV is perhaps one of the most wellmotivated ideas pertaining to physics beyond the Standard Model which is within
our range of observation. In this respect, SSC and LHC and very likely also the
TeV-range e - e + colliders (if they are built) are most likely to discover a panorama
of SUSY particles or else (pessimistically) turn down an important new idea in the
context of a very large class of modeL~.
(15) Rare Processes as Probes into New Physics: Transitions showing changes of
quark and lepton flavors in "neutral current" processes such as p --* eT. KL ---* f~e
and K ~ - / ~ 0 etc. are highly suppressed in the Standard Model. But they are
often induced with strengths that are either already excluded or within range of
observation by certain well-motivated ideas regarding physics beyond the Standard
Model. These ideas are generated through attempts to understand one or several of
the following issues pertaining to the origins of (i) electroweak symmetry breaking
and the associated gauge hierarchy, (ii) family replication, (iii) hierarchical pattern
of fermion masses and mixings, (iv) CP violation and (v) Parity violation at low
energies.
The ideas which address to some of these issues include those of
9 Technicolor, in which electroweak symmetry breaking is induced dynamically
through techniquark condensates, so that the Higgs boson is a composite, but
quarks, leptons and techniquarks are still elementary [19].
9 P r e o n i c C o m p o s i t e n e s s , in which not only the Higgsf bosons but also quarks
and leptons are composites of a common set of constituents - the preons [20].
9 E x i s t e n c e o f n e w h e a v y families, such as vector-like families, with masses
of order 1 TeV. The familiar quarks and leptons receive thier masses entirely or
primarily through their mixings with the new heavy families via a see-saw mechanism which can account even at the tree-level for the inter-family hierarchy. This
mechanism emerges naturally within a SUSY preon-theory [20,30], but it can be
implemented within an elementary Higgs-picture as well, with similar experimental
consequences.
9 S u p e r s y m m e t r y : This is needed in a theory of elementary quarks, leptons and
Higgs bosons to protect the gauge hierarchy. It also turns out to be needed in a
theory of composite quarks and leptons to make the idea internally consistent (see
remarks later);
9 Left-Right! S y m m e t r y [21], which proposes that parity violation is of spontaneous origin and that it would disappear at appropriately high energies. Within
these theories, neutrinos are expected to be naturally massive.
Each of these ideas ends up giving flavor changing neutral current processes at
some level. Among these, it has been known long since that the simple technicolor
8
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models, assuming that they generate masses of the light fermions by the idea of
extended TC, are excluded because they induce excesive K ~ - / ~ 0 and KL ---* f~e
transitions. They are also excluded by the recent measurements of the S and T
parameters, as mentioned above. The walking T C models can probably avoid both
types of problems. But none of these address some of the basic issues pertaining
for example to fermion masses and mixings, whereas they proliferate significantly
the basic degrees of freedom.
The other four ideas are still viable and alive. I will return to some of them
briefly. The extent to which L-R symmetric theories induce new flavor-changing
processes depends, of course, on the scale of SU(2)R-breaking. Typically, if one
starts with grand unification models like SO(10) with simple symmetry breaking
patterns, the SU(2)R-breaking scale turns out to be rather high - i.e. MwR >_ 1011
GeV (say). Such a scale has the merit that it leads to the desired MSW pattern
for neutrino masses via the familiar see-saw mechanism.
Thus, while the concept of L-R symmetry seems most attractive, it appears to
me that WR's are likely to be superheavy (_> 1011 GeV). This will be even more
confirmed in my mind if solar neutrino studies would unambiguously point to the
MSW solution for the neutrino masses and mixings. In this case, flavor changing
processes induced by WR-interactions are, expected to be negligible. Nevertheless,
one should be prepared for surprises, and on purely phenomenological grounds,
flavor-changing processes of various kinds should be studied experimentally to probe
into the question of whether the WR's are around the "corner" with a mass of order
one to a few TeV [22], so that they can also be searched for at SSC. The same
studies are, of course, well motivated on the basis of the remaining three ideas i.e. (i) preonic compsiteness, (it) the existence of heavy vector-like families and
(iii) supersymmetry, which also induce a variety of flavor-changing processes at an
observable level [I shall return to this briefly later].
The current limits (taken primarily from Particle Data Table, Ref. 23) on some
relevant flavor-changing processes are listed in Table 4.
(16) Testing Baryon and Lepton Number Conservation Laws: The other important
class of rare processes which probe into the ideas of grand unification pertain to
searches for (B,L) non-conserving processes:- i.e. proton-decay ( A B r 0, A L r 0),
n -- fi oscillation (I AB I = 2) and neutrinoless double beta decays (l AL I = 2).
Limits on some of these processes (taken from Ref. 23) are also listed in Table 4. I
shall discuss the implications of some of these limits in the latter part of my talk.
3. P h y s i c s b e y o n d the S t a n d a r d M o d e l
Having seen this impressive list of results on the experimental side, which, barring a
few possible anomalies on the horizon, serve to establish the success of the Standard
Model (SM) up to energies of at least 100 GeV, the obvious question which comes
to one's mind is: what lies ahead? By way of answering this question, a natural
starting point is to look for unresolved issues in the existing framework and for
possible avenues which could resolve them. This approach has succeeded at each
step in the past and has given us a vision of what lies ahead. An example is the
Standard Model itself which combined the ideas of local gauge symmetry with that
of spontaneous symmetry breaking. This was an outgrowth in part of a desire to
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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Table 4. Limits on Rare Processes [Ref. 23]
Process

B(p --~ 3e)
B(u -~ ev)
B ( p - T i --, e-Ti)

B(KL --, U+e-)
B(K + ~

x+e-p +)

B(Z - , ~ )
B( Z - , eT")
B ( Z ~ pT)

Current Limit (90%)
< 1.0 x 10 -12
< 5 X 10 -11
< 5 x I0 - n
< 2.4 x I0 - n
< 2.1 x 10 -11
2.6)
10_ 5 A L E P H
<
2.4
x
L3
<
<
<
<
<
<

B(v - , 3e)
B(r -~ 3p)
B(~ - , eT)

3.4
4.8
2.7
1.7
5.5
2.4

x
x
x
x
x
x

New Exp.
10 -13 ( M E G A )
,-, 10 -13 ( S I N D R U M
II)
,,,8 x 10 -13 (SNL 871)
~ 3 x 10 -12 (SNL 865)

I0 -6 L3
I0 - s
I0 -5
I0 -5
10 . 4
10 -4

A m ( B o _ ]~o) = (1.8 + .35) x 10 -1~ M e V
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The last limit on neutrinoless double beta decay translates into an upper limit on the
effective Majorana mass of the relevant neutrino N which is given by m ~ 1 <_ (2 -4- 1)
eV. where the uncertainty is due nuclear matrix elements and m ~ I
2
BeNtoN.
Here,
8eN denotes the angle of mixing between v,c and NL. The limit on the e+ ~r~ mode for
proton-decay includes combined IMB 3, 1 and 2 data.
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obtain a well-behaved quantum theory of weak interactions, which was successful
at the tree-level, but had problems at the level of quantum loops and in part of a
desire to link the weak and the electromagnetic interactions. The SM resolved these
problems and, in spite of a large number of parameters, it synthesizes an enormous
number of phenomena, described above, by relating them to each other in terms of
a few parameters. One firmly believes that the same spirit of removing loose ends
and achieving a higher degree of synthesis is likely to give us the clues to the deeper
truths. We would, of course, regard ourselves fortunate if in this pursuit we can
obtain many check posts by which experiments can tell us if we are on the right
track.
With this in view, I turn to the question of the shortcomings of the Standard
Model. Sometime before the successes of the Standard Model were revealed beginning with the discoveries of the neutral current phenomena and charm during the
year 1974 and 1975, it was noticed that the SU(2)L x U(1)y -theory [24] cannot be
a fundamental theory by itself because it posseses much arbitrariness, first of all
in its gauge sector [25]. This corresponds to:
(i) arbitrariness in the choice of the weak hypercharge Yw and the consequent
lack of quantization of electric charge;
(it) lack of relationship between quarks and leptons leading to a lack of understanding of why the weak interactions are universal with respect to quarks
and leptons, while the strong interactions are not and why Qe- + Qp = o;
(iii) lack of a relationship between the weak, the electromagnetic and the strong
forces.
Second of all, the SU(2)L x U(1)y theory possesses much arbitrariness in the
ttiggs sector as well. This includes the choice of the Higgs mass, the Higgs quartic
coupling and the widely-varying Yukawa couplings which determine the fermion
masses and mixings. Altogether the SM possesses some nineteen arbitrary parameters comprising the three gauge couplings (gl, g2, g3), the nine fermion masses
(me, met, rnu, m#, ms, rite, mr, rnb and mr) , the two boson masses rnW and me,
the three CKM angles 191,2,3 the CP phase 6 and the angle t~ = 8Qco - 1 9 W E A K
associated with strong CP violation. The Yukawa couplings vary widely by as much
as the ratio (me/mr) "~ 10-5.
Believing that a fundamental theory must be devoid of such arbitariness, one is
led to believe that there must exist new physics beyond the Standard Model which
would serve to remove this arbitrariness. I list below four suggestions which seem
promising in removing at least some and possibly all of these shortcomings.
(1) Grand Unificatioo: The first suggestion in this regard is that of grand unification [25-27]. It proposes that quarks and leptons are members of one family and
that the weak, the electromagnetic and the strong forces are components of just
one force, which is generated by gauging the symmetry group of this family. The
differences which one sees between quarks and leptons and between the three forces
are then viewed as low-energy phenomena, brought about by spontaneous breaking of the grand unification symmetry. Since gauge interactions are universal, this
idea succeeds in removing fully the arbitrariness of the SM in the gauge sector. In
particular, it neatly removes the three shortcomings (i), (it), and (iii) listed above.
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Thus, one is inclined to believe that the central idea of grand unification might well
be a step in the right direction. But, by itself, it does not remove the arbitrariness
in the Higgs sector pertaining to a choice in the mass, the quaratic and the Yukawa
coupling parameters. This is because these parameters are not generated by a principle like that of local gauge symmetry. Thus, in effect, grand unification does not
reduce much, and in some cases may even increase, the number of parameters of
the SM. It also does not account for the origins of the three families and of the large
hierarchies in the mass scales reflected by the small numbers such as ( r o w ~ M y ) "~
10-14+1 and ( m w / M p z ) "" 10 -17, where M u and MpI denote the grand unification
and the Planck-scales respectively. This last puzzle pertaining to mass-hierarchies
includes the so-called gauge hierarchy problem.
(2) Supersymmetry: The second idea is that of supersymmetry which proposes a
symmetry between fermions and bosons [28]. As a local symmetry, it implies the
existence of gravity, and is thus expected to be relevant in the unification of gravity
with the other forces. Supersymmetry has the additional virtue that it removes
quadratic divergence in self energies of bosons and thereby helps maintain a large
hierarchy in mass-ratios such as ( m r
... 10-14 and ( m r
.., 10-17 without
the need for fine tuning, provided, however, such ratios are put in by hand. Thus
it provides a technical resolution of the gauge hierarchy problem. But by itself
it does not explain the origin of the large hierarchies, nor does it help reduce the
parameters of the SM.
(3) Preonic Compositeness: There are two inherently distinct suggestions as regards
compositeness of at least some of the particles of the SM. First, the idea of technicolor [19] that the Iiiggs bosons are composite but quarks, leptons and techuiquarks
are elementary is excluded as mentioned before, at least in its simpler versions, owing to constraints from the FCNC processes as well as the S and T parameters. On
the other hand, the still unconventional idea of preonic compositeness that the Higgs
bosons as well as the quarks and the leptons are composites of a common set of
constituents called "preons" has evolved in the last few years into a form [20,29,30]
which is not only economical in its field content and parameters but also is viable.
Most important, combined with the idea of local supersymmetry, it provides simple
explanations for the origins of family-replication, inter-family hierarchy and diverse
mass scales. Furthermore, it provides a host of predictions which can be tested at
existing and forthcoming facilities including LEP II, SSC and LHC and which can
exclude the idea if it is wrong. I shall return to this idea briefly towards the end.
(4) Superstrints: Last but not least, the idea of superstrings [31] proposes that
the elementary entities are not truly pointlike but are extended stringlike objects
with sizes ,~ (Mptanclr) -1 .., 10 -33 cal. This idea appears to be most promising in
providing a unified theory of all the forces of nature including gravity and yielding a
welbbehaved quantum theory of gravity. In principle, a suitable superstring theory
could also account for the origin of the three families and for all the parameters of
the SM. But in practise, this has not happened. Some of the stumbling blocks are
associated with the problems of a (i) choice of the ground state (the vacuum) from
among the many solutions and (ii) supersymmetry breaking.
The ideas listed above are, of course, not mutually exclusive. In fact the superstring theories already comprise local supersymmetry and the central idea of
grand unification. It remains to be seen whether they give rise, in accord with
12
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the standard belief, to elementary quarks and leptons, or alternatively to a set of
substructure fields - the preons, contrary to common belief. I will return to these
alternate possibilities in discussing the future perspective. First I recall the status
of conventional grand unification.
4. G r a n d unification: a l t e r n a t i v e r o u t e s a n d current s t a t u s
W h a t can n e u t r i n o s tell us a b o u t e m b e d d i n g ?

The SM symmetry SU(2)L • U(1)y x SU(3) c may be embedded in SU(5) with
members of a family asigned to 5+ 10 [26]. If SU(5) is fundamental (rather than
descending from SO(10)), there would be no compelling reason for the existence of
VR and, therefore, no strong reason why neutrinos should be massive. With only
vL's and Higgs doublets r higher dimensional operators of the form VLVL (~)) (r
which violate lepton number by two units, can still give rise to a Majorana mass of
VL [32]. If these operators are induced by Planck scale physics, one might expect
that M .., Mpi. This would lead to m(vL) ~ 10 -5 eV, which could be relevant
to the solar neutrino puzzle through the vacuum-oscillation idea, but is too small
to be relevant to the MSW solution for the solar neutrino puzzle. Choosing M -..
10 *6 to 10 lz GeV (for reasons that are unclear); one may get m(VL) "-' 10-3 eV,
but getting (re - v.) or (v~ - v~) masses and mixing in accord with t h e MSW
solution for either choice of M will need unexplained fine tunning in the choice
of parameters. In short, if the MSW solution for the solar neutrino problem is
established, it seems that would at least be a strong hint against the conventional
SU(5), with or without SUSY, being fundamental.
Alternatively, the SM gauge symmetry may be embedded within a higher symmetry containing SU(4)-color, which unites quarks and leptons by assuming that
lepton number represents the fourth color [25]. This naturally requires the existence
of vR as the fourth color partner of the pR's. The minimal gauge symmetry which
contains SU(4)-color and ensures quantization of electric charge is [25]

gO = SU(2)L •

SU(2)R

x

SU(4)c,

Such a symmetry structure naturally suggests that the basic laws of nature are
chiral and yet left- right symmetric (parity conserving), and that parity violation is
a low-energy phenomenon brought about by spontaneous symmetry breaking which
makes town >> mw~ [21]. The minimal symmetry {~ can, of course, be embedded
further within simple group such as SO(10), Ee [33] and SU(16) [34] which ensure
one gauge coupling constant. Viewed as a part of such a bigger symmetry or even
otherwise, G0 is assumed to break spontaneously into the SM symmetry SU(2)L x
V(1)v x SU(3) c at a scale M0 >> 1 TeV, where Y = I3R+ 89 - L). A particularly
desirable Higgs multiplet, which implements this breaking is 126 of SO(10) which
contains the multiplet A R ,-, (1, 3a, 10c) of {~0. The VEV of (AR) = Vn = M0
>> 1 TeV not only makes WR's and the leptoquark gauge bosons heavy, but it
gives a heavy Majorana mass MR = hMVR to VR'S which breaks L and B - L by
two units. Here, hM denotes the relevant Yukawa coupling. This heavy Majorana
mass, combined with the much lighter Dirac masses of the neutrinos m~9 , which are
family-dependent, leads to the light left-handed neutrinos via the standard see-saw
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mechanism [35]:
rn(v~) ,,~ (m~9)2/Mn << mio.
Now, if SO(10) breaks in two steps into the SM symmetry involving Go as an
intermediate symmetry, renormalization group analysis [36] of the runningcoupling
constants leads to vn ~ 1012 GeV and thus MR ~, 1012+t GeV for hM = 1/10 to
10. This in turn leads to:
m(v~) ,,, 10- s

eV, m(v~)~

10-3 eV, and

m(v~)~

10 eV,

corresponding to mj9 ~ 2 MeV, 500 MeV and 50 GeV for re, gz and vr respectively.
This mass pattern and the associated mixings for the ( r e - t'z) combination matches
well the MSW solution discussed in section 2. Furthermore, the mass of z'r has the
right magnitude for Pr to serve as hot dark matter, which also seems to be needed,
together with about 70% mixture of cold dark matter, to account for the COBE
anisotropy and structure formation [37]. In other words, any higher symmetry
containing C0 as a subgroup and breakig in to steps via C0 to the SM symmetry or
any underlying theory (see discussions later) in which C0 breaks at about 10 i x - 1012
GeV to the SM via (An) seems to yield a patten for neutrino masses and mixings
which go well with the MSW solution and the COBE data together with models for
structure formation. Thus, if the MSW solution and the current interpretation of
the COBE data are reconfirmed, they would together provide a strong motivation
for the existence of new physics at an intermediate scale of order 1011 GeV and
also a hint for left-right symmetry. The planned sharpening of the solar neutrino
studies and of the COBE data can thus turn out to be most revealing.
A d v a n t a g e s o f C0 = SU(2)L x SU(2)R x SU(4)c:
The symmetry group C0 even withou~ being embedded in a simple group, brings in
a number of attractive features which are worth noting:
(i) quark-lepton unification through SU(4)-color.
(ii) Quantization of electric charge leading to Qp + Qe = 0.
(iii) Left-right symmetry, with the associated concept of spontaneous violation of
parity.
(iv) Naturally massive neutrinos, which may be needed for a resolution of the solar
neutrino puzzle and to provide hot dark matter.
(v) Finally, B - L as a local gauge symmetry. Following arguments based on the
E~tvos-type experiments, it follows that the massless gauge particle coupled to
B - L must acquire a mass through SSB and, thereby, B - L must be violated
spontaneously (e.g. (AR) violates L and B - L by two units). Such B - L
violation may well be necessary to implement baryogenesis in the presence of
electroweak effects which erase B - L conserving baryon-excess generated at
high temperatures [38].
Any higher symmetry such as SO(10) or E6 or SU(16) which contains Co as a
subgroup would, of course, naturally retain all the advangates of Co listed above.
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U n i t y W i t h i n t h e C o n v e n t i o n a l A p p r o a c h : P r o t o n D e c a y a n d sin 2 0w:
By a "conventional" approach to grand unification, I mean the view that the unity
of the electroweak and the strong forces occur at some ultrahigh momentum scale
Mu ~- 1015• GeV (say), where the quarks and the leptons are elementary.
It has been known for sometime that both the dedicated proton decay searches
especially at the IMB and the Kamiokande detectors [23], and more recently the
precision measurements of the SM coupling constants (in particular sin 2 0w) at
LEP [1], put severe constraints on grand unification models without supersymmetry.
To be specific, with a - l ( M z ) = 127.9 4- .2 and a , ( M z ) = .12 4- .01, one predicts [1],
sin 20w(Mz) = .2100 4- .0025 4- .0007 for the non-SUSY minimal SU(5) mode,
where as sin 2 Ow(mz)exvt = .2328 4- .0007. Allowing for a generous theoretical
uncertainty in the relevant hadronic matrix element by a factor of 5, the partial
proton-decay lifetime F(p --* e+Tr~ -1 is predicted to be less than 6 x 1031 years for
the minimal non-SUSY SU(5)-model, whereas the experimental searches have now
set a lower limit 8 x 1032 years (see Table 4). Thus, the non-SUSY minimal SU(5)
and, for similar reasons, the one-step breaking non-SUSY SO(10)-rnodel, as well,
are now excluded beyond a shadow of doubt.
But the idea of the union of the coupling constants gl,g2, and g3 can well materialize in accord with the LEP data, if one either invokes sypersymmetry [39, 40]
into minimal SU(5) (or SO(10)) or assumes a two-step breaking [36] of a higher
symmetry like SO(10) into the SM, with or without SUSY. Fig. 1 shows the impressive unification of the three coupling constants of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) with an assumed SUSY-threshold around 1 TeV. Such a
model can, of course, be embedded within a minimal SUSY SU(5) or SO(10) model,
which would provide the rationale for the meeting of the coupling constants a a scale
My ~ 1016 GeV. In SUSY SU(5) or SO(10), dimension 5 operators do in general
pose problems for proton decay. But the relevant parameters can be arranged to
avoid conflict with experiments. This, together with the requirement that the relic
neutralino density be consistent with cosmology, turns out to severely restrict the
SUSY-parameter space and thereby leads to predictions for the mass-spectrum of
the SUSY particles [41], which can provide a test of the idea.
Extensions of minimal SU(5) by invoking eiher supersymmetry or introducing
a higher symmetry like SO(10) with a 2-step breaking were proposed on aesthetic
grounds long before the dedicated proton decay searches and the accurate measurements of sin 2 Ow began. Both of these extensions yield or can yield longer lifetimes
for proton decay, typically in the range of 1031 - 1035 years, as well as higher
sin s 8w, compared to those predicted by the non-SUSY minimal SU(5)-model, in
accord with the data. In particular, SUSY minimal SU(5), with an assumed SUSYthreshold of 1 TeV, predicts [1] sin s Ow(mz) = .2334 with cumulative error bars
of nearly 4-.0050, in excellent agreement with the observed value (see Sec. 2):
sin s Ow(mz)~pt = .2328 4- .0007. This agreement is reflected by the meeting of
the coupling constants in Fig. 2.
The SUSY-extensions of SU(5) or SO(10) typically lead to prominent strange
particle decay modes, e.g. p --* PK + and n ---* PK ~ while a 2-step breaking of nonSUSY SO(IO) via the intermediate symmetry ~0 leads to partial lifetimes for the
canonical e+Tr~ mode included via gange-boson exchanges) of order 1031 to a few
x l034 years [36]. Such a two-step breaking of SO(10) can also lead to prominent
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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F i g u r e 1. The running of coupling constants in SUSY minimal SU(5) (Ref. 40)
A ( B - L) = - 2 decay modes of the nucleon via Higgs exchanges such as p --+
e - r + r + and r, --+ e - r + [42] and even n -+ e - c + v , etc. 2
It is encouraging that super-Kamiokande (to be completed in April 1996) is
expected to be sensitive to the e + r ~ mode upto partial lifetimes of a few x 1034
years, to the ~ K + and ~ K ~ modes with partial lifetimes < a few x 1033 years and
to the non-canonical n --+ e-e+z/~ and p --+ e-x+~r + modes with partial lifetimes
< 1033 years. Thus super-Kamiokande with a fiducial mass of 22,000 tons of water,
together with other forthcoming facilities, in particular, ICARUS with a sensitive
mass of 4700 tons of liquid argon per module (three to be constructed), provide
a big ray of hope that first of all (a) one will be able to probe much deeper into
neutrino physics in the near future and second of all (b) proton-decay may even be
discovered within the twentieth century, following the completion of these detectors.
5. A p e r s p e c t i v e : u n i t y w i t h q u a r k s o r p r e o n s ?
Talking of a perspective of the field in future, it is good to focus attention on the
meeting of the coupling constants for the minimal SUSY SU(5) or 3 0 ( 1 0 ) models,
as exhibited in Fig. 1. The relevant question is: is this meeting a reflection of the

"truth" or is it somehow deceptive?
On the one hand, the manner in which the union occurs in certainly impressive
and has prompted some to exclaim that this union confirms, though indirectly,
that SUSY and grand unification are discovered. On the other hand, many, myself
included, feel that such a view is not warranted in part because the meeting of the
coupling constants can occur in alternate ways in accord with the LEP data and rp.
I shall give one such example at the end. The main reason why I feel that such a
view is premature at present is because I believe that a fundamental theory should
2Owlng to SU(4)-color one can rotate a aq pair to an t ~ pair without paying a price so that
decays of the type N --+ l ! i can compete or even supercede N --* l 7r (see Ref. [12]).
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Figure 2.Running of coupling constants in the preon model (see text and Ref. 50).

ezhibit not only of the basic particles and of their forces but also should be devoid
of arbitrariness in the Higgs sector, if the Higgs bosons are elementary. Otherwise,
the unity would only be partial comprising just the gauge forces but leaving out
forces mediated by the Higgs scalars.
In this sense, neither minimal SUSY SU(5) nor SUSY SO(10) is likely to constitute a fundamental theory by itself, because each scheme possesses a large number
of widely varying parameters associated with the quartic and the Yukawa couplings
and the masses of the Higgs bosons. Also, neither of them explains the three major
puzzles:
1. the origin of the three chiral families;
2. the origin of the inter-family mass-hierarchy;
3. the origin of the diverse mass-scales-from MPta,~ to my - and thereby of the
associated small umbers such as (mw)/Mpt ~.~ 10 -17, (rne/Mpt) ~ 10 -22 ~rld
(mp/Mp,) < 10 -~r.
One might hope that one of the two schemes - i.e. minimal SUSY SU(5) or
SO(10) with the desired spectrum - emerges from some superstring theory [31,43],
which could account for the widely varying parameters in just the right way and
thereby remove the arbitrariness. This would, of course, be the best of all worlds.
But so far, the superstring theories are rather far from doing so.
First of all, there is a plethora of classically allowed solutions for the fourdimensional ground state or the vacuum of the superstring theories corresponding
to the Calabi-Yau, orbifold and four-dimensional constructions and one is not yet
P r a m a n a - J. Phys., S u p p l e m e n t Issue, 1993
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in a position to (a) choose between them, (b) understand the breaking of supersymmetry and (c) generate a mass for the dilaton. Notwithstanding these fundamental
difficulties, which would need a handling of non-perturbative string dynamics, there
does not seem to be even a single solution among the vast set of solutions mentioned
above which resembles or nearly resembles the known world. In particular, there
is not even a vague indication so far of a minimal SUSY SU(5) or SO(10)-model
with the desired spectrum emerging from a superstring theory [44]. If this persists,
believing that the "final picture" should not only exhibit a meeting of the coupling
constants but also should (a) explain the three puzzles and (b) remove the arbitrariness in the choice of parameters mentioned above, it seems to me that the union
of the coupling constants in the context of the minimal SUSY grand unification
medel(s) [40] may well be fortuitous. It should at least be taken with some caution
because there are in fact alternative ways (see remarks below) by which such a
meeting may stil occur.
This brings me to present an alternative approach [20,29,30], based on a supersymmetric composite model of quarks, leptons and Higgs bosons, which seems
promising in providing a resolution of the three puzzles, a removal of the arbitrariness in the choice of the parameters as well as a unity of the forces. Since this idea
still remains unconventional and thus unfamiliar, and yet in my opinion a promising new picture has evolved over the last few years in the context of this idea, I
wish to present the same in this preview, as briefly as I can, so as to emphasize
its motivations, possible disadvantages, merits and, in particular, its experimental
predictions. This would in turn help me to provide a proper perspective for the
future.
6. T h e a l t e r n a t i v e of e l e m e n t a r y preons:
Given that (a) there is such a big gap in energy between the Planck scale and the
electroweak scale, where quarks and leptons appear elementary and that (b) the
case of elementary quarks and leptons emerging from the superstring theories has
not led as yet to any promising picture as regards resolution of the issues at low
energies, it seems to be in order to at least question the assumption about the
ultimate elementarity of quarks and leptons. If quarks and lepton~ are composite,
the elementary objects emerging from the appropriate superstring theory may represent preonic substructures [45] which ultimately bind, utilizing a metacolor gauge
force, to give composite quarks, leptons and Higgs bosons. A priori, this picture
has some advantages but also some major hurdles, which I list below:
Advantages

(i) The preonic picture provides a dynamical origin if the Higgs mechanism like
technicolor, but without the proliferation of technistates. Quarks, leptons and all
Highs-like particles can be built as composites of the same set of constituents,
Therefore, the vacuum expectation value of the composite Higgs breaks the chiral
symmetry of composite quarks and no extended technicolor is needed to give masses
to composite fermions. This ensures utmost economy in field content.
(ii) One real advantage of the preonic theory, which incidentally has kept me occupied in the development of this idea for well over a decade, is that it can be built
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as a pure gauge theory (like QCD with massless quarks), so that there are no nongauge Yukawa and quartic couplings of scalars at the preon-level and there are no
mass parameters either, except for the metacolor scale AM. And, of course, there
is no fundamental Higgs boson which develops a VEV. With Higgs bosons as well
as quarks and leptons being composite, the Yukawa and the quartic couplings of
the Higgs bosons are generated at a composite level, just like the pion-nucleon and
the pion-pion quartic couplings in QCD. Thus they are not arbitrarily independent
parameters. Even the few gauge couplings of the preon model would merge into
one if there is an underlying unity of forces at some high scale (see remarks later).
Thus, if the preonic approach outlined above could work, it would ensure utmost
economy in parameters as well as the basic level.

Major Hurdles:
Despite the seemingly attractive features, any model of composite quarks and leptons a priori faces some difficulties, in that it must account for certain novel features
associated with the very idea of compositeness of quarks and leptons.
(i) The first key question, which has been known for sometime is: Why arc quarks
and leptons so much lighter than their inverse sizes, which are known to exceed at least 1 TeV (mq,t << l/r0)? This feature runs counter to our experience with any other composite system, in particular that in QCD. One needs
not only to satisfy the anomaly matching condition noted by 't Hooft [46],
which is a neceesary condition, in this case, but also to find a suitable mechanism that will suffice to provide the desired protection for the masses of the
composite quarks and leptons.
(it) Furthermore, if the three families of quarks and leptons are composites somehow of the same set of preons, what causes the large inter-family hierarchy?
One cannot reasonably regard the heavier families to be mere radial or orbital
excitations of the lightest one because the inter-family mass-splitings are so
much smaller than the inverse sizes of the composites (e.g. rhu - the < 1
GeV and even rh~ - rhu < 100 GeV, whereas the inverse sizes exceed at least
1 TeV). Some novel view is needed about family-replication and inter-family
hierarchy.
A related problem is this: if the Higgs, the quarks and the leptons are composites made of the same set of preons and by the same force, one would
expect that all the effective Yuwaka couplings of the composite Higgs to the
three composite families to be comparable to each other and of order unity,
within a factor of ten (say). Since the masses of the three families would presumably be proportional to their respective Yukawa couplings, what would
then conceivably cause the large hierarchies, as much as 104 , corresponding
to the ratio of the 7- and the e-family masses? [Recall ( m ~ / m t ) "~ 10 -4 and
(m../mt) ,,, 10-s]. Here, one does not have the "luxury" of choosing the
Yukawa couplings at will, as one does in the case of elementary quarks. The
advantage of an obvious economy of parameters at the preon-level thus seems
to have turned into a major hurdle.
(iii) If an ambitious preon model of the type indicated above has just one massscale - i.e. the scale parameter of the preon-binding metacolor force - how can
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one possibly conceive of generating all the diverse mass scales seen in nature
which span from Mplanek to mw to me to mu?
(iv) Finally, can a suitable preon model naturally avoid the problems of excessive
rates of FCNC processes such as K ~ - / ~ 0 and KL ~ / ] e and also be compatible with the measurements of the S and T parameters, both of which exclude
at least the simpler technicolor model?
O v e r c o m i n g t h e Hurdles:
Problems of the type listed above, in particular (i) and (ii), have plagued composite
models from the time the idea was initiated in 1973-74. If at all they may be
resolved, they would need some novel features in the dynamics, barring which the
idea cannot even get oft"the ground.
Precisely such novel features seem to emerge [20,47], however, by combining
the ideas of local supersymmetry with that of preons and by recognizing that a
dynamical breaking of supersymmetry is forbidden in a class of theories due to the
Witten index theorem [48], except for the presence of gravity. Thus SUSY-breaking
is induced in this class of theories, if at all, only by the team-effort of the strong nonperturbative metaeolor force and the weak perturbative gravitational force. Now,
for the case of massless preons, the preonic fermion (t~r (see notation below) as
well as the metagaugino condensate (~- ~) break SUSY. As a result, assuming that
these condensates form, each of them must be damped by one (or higher) power of
(AM/Mm), corresponding to the effect of one (or multiple) graviton exchange [47].
Here AM denotes the scale-parameter of the metaeolor force. A number of independent consistency arguments, based on (a) the idea of the unity of forces (see
remarks below), (b) the value of row, and (c) the masses of the light neutrinos
suggest that AM '~ 1011 GeV [20].
The (A.A) and (r162condensates thus induce SUSY-breaking mass-splitings 6ms
o f order AM (AM/Mpt) ,~ 1 TeV ,f~ AM. Furthermore, since (r162is responsible
for breaking SU(2)L x U(1)y as well as for giving to the composite quarks and
leptons, one naturally obtains [20]:
(row, Mz) ~ (1/IO)AM(AM/MpI) ..~ 100 GeV,
(mq, Ml) < (1]IO)AM(AM/Mm) ~ 100 GeV.
The factor of (1/10) arises on dynamical grounds. Thus, one sees the reason why
quark and lepton masses are necessarily protected compared to their inverse size
AM and also why the mass-scales span over such a wide range: from Mm to AM
to row. The damping of the SUSY-breaking condensates, which has its origin in
the index theorem, thus helps overcome two of the four major hurdles listed above
- i.e. (i) and (iii). To see how things work out in detail in this respect and also how
the other two hurdle~ may be overcome, as well, one needs to enter, at least briefly,
into the details of the model [20].
A M o d e l w i t h a Unification of Scales - f r o m Met to mu
The model [20] is defined through an effective Lagrangian, just below the Planck
scale, possessing N = 1 local supersymmetry and a gauge symmetry of the form
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GM x G/c. Here the symmetry GM -- SU( N)M (or SO(N)M ) generates an asymptotically free metacolor gauge force which binds preons and G]e denotes the flavorcolor gauge symmetry, which is assumed to be either Go = SU(2)L x SU(2)R x
SU(4) c [1], or a subgroup of Go containing SU(2)L x U ( 1 ) x SU(3) c. The gauge
symmetry GM x G.tc operates on a set of preonie constituents consisting of six positive and six negative massless chiral superfields 4]: - (~o~,R, ~ , R , F~,R). Each
of these transforms as the fundamental representation N of GM = SU(N)M. The
index a runs over six values: (z,y); (r, y,b, l), where (z, y) denotes the two basic
flavor-attributes (u, d) and (r, y, b, i) the four basic color-attributes of a quark-lepton
family [25]. Thus ~y,b,a and &?u,b,t transform as doublets of SU(2)L artd SU(2)R
respectively, while both @r,u,b,I
and @r,~,bJ transform as quartets of SU(4) c. The
+
effective Lagrangian of this model turns out to posses, in accord with the motivations mentioned earlier, only gauge and gravitational interacitons. No mass, no
non-gauge Yuwaka and quartic couplings are even allowed by the gauge symmetry
and supersymmetry. As a result, the model possesses atmost only three or four
parameters (see below) corresponding to the coupling constants of the gauge symmetry GM x G]~. Even these few would merge into one near the Planck scale
if there is a an underlying unity of forces-in particular through superstrings (see
remarks later).
Such a model has not yet been derived from a superstring theory, although there
does not appear to be any bar, in principle, in this regard especially in the context
of four-dimensional construction [43]. Even without such a derivation, however, if
one introduces the preon-picture mentioned above through an effective lagrangian
just below the Planck scale, the model is already most economical and one is able
to derive a number of advantages. These include:
(i) A Unification of Scales: The model provides a reason [20] for the origin of all
the diverse scales - from Mpt~,~e~ to m~ - and thereby of the small numbers such
as ( m w / M p t ) "~ ( m t / M m ) ", 10- t r , ( m c / M m ) ~, 10-tg, (me/Mpt) "~ 10 -22, and
(mu/Mpt) < 10-27 - by introducing just one fundamental input parameter: the
coupling constant aM associated with the metacolor force. Briefly speaking, this
comes about as follows : corresponding to an input value 6M ~ 1/27 to 1/32 at
Mm/lO, which incidentally is suggested independently by the idea of the unity of
forces (see remarks below), the metacolor force generated by SU(N)M becomes
strong at a scale AM ~ 1011 GeV for N = 5 to 6. Thus the first big step in the
hierarchical ladder leading to the small number (AM/MP1) ..~ 10- s arises naturally
through renormalization group equations due to the slow logarithmic growth of tiM
and its perturbative input value at Mt, t/lO.
The next step arises due to the Witten-index theorem which, as mentioned
above, leads to a damping of SUSY-breaking condensates by the fnctor (AM~Met).
This provides a reason why #ms "~ AM (AM/Mm) ,,~ 1 TeV and m w " mt "~
(1/10) AM (AM/Mpt) ". 100 GeV << AM << Met. One special feature of the model
is that, while m t " 100 GeV, it naturally provides extra symmetries in the fermion
mass-matrix (see below) which protect mu,d,e, barring corrections of order 1 MeV.
Finally, the familiar see-saw mechanism for neutrinos with m(u~) ... AM ~ 10 xl
GeV and m(~i)oi~,~ oc AM (AM//Mm) yields re(V/L) < 10 -3 Met (AM/MpI) 3 ",
10-2rMm. In this way, the model provides, remarkably enough, a common origin
of all the diverse scale - from Met to rnv [20], as desired.
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(ii) Family Replication: One can argue plausibly that the composite operator giving
massless spin-l/2 quark (or lepton) consists of a minimum of three constituents [49].
Recognizing that in a SUSY theory, fermionic constituents can be interchanged by
their boson partners (i.e. r ~ ~ and va ~ ,~ or ~ etc.), there exist several alternative three-particle combinations with identical quantum numbers, which can make
a left-chiral SU(2)L-doublet family qiL - e.g. (i) ~ wL~'Rv~v,
v wLwR v ~ ,
(iii) r162
and (iv) ~olLa"~O,~. Here f = z or y corresponds to up or down
flavors and c = (r, y, b) or ! corresponds to the four colors. The plurality of these

combinations, which stems from SUSY, is in essence the origin of family-replicaton.
By constructing composite superfields, it is found [29] that at the level of minimum
dimensional composite operators (somewhat analogous to qqq for QCD) there are
just three linearly independent chiral families qL,Ri and, in addition, two vector-like
families QL,R, and QL,R,
i
which couple vectoriMly to WL s and WR's respectively.
Each of these composite families is, of course, accompanied by its scalar superpartnets. To sum up, we see that owing to fermion-boson pairing in SUSY, the model
provides a compelling reason for replication and at least some rationale, subject
to the assumption of saturation at the level of minimum dimensional composite
operaters, as to why the number of chiral families is three. Clearly this last assumption needs further justification. Pending such a justification, however, it turns
out, as noted below, that the mass-matrix of the fermions belonging to this system
of llve families - three chiral and two vector-like- provides a compelling reason for
inter-family hierarchy.
(iii) Inter-family Mass-Hierarchy: First note that for the purpose of quantum humc~v ,, ,
bets, the chiral and vector-like families can be represented by qL "~ ,q/,!
w[.~'R
! ./,~"v ' , QnL ~ "^1
qR '~ ,,.I,/
~ R ~ L~" v ,, , Q L ~ ,,.I,/,^c'.,,,
W L ~ L ~ , Q R ~'~ ,,~PR~/R
~ R r R v" and Q~ ~.
CR~R v . U t i l i z i n g these compositions, one can see that the vector-fami|ies

QL,R

and Q~:,R acquire relatively heavy masses through the metagaugino condensate
(A. A) of order A M ( A M / M p I ) ~ 1 WeV, which are otherwise protected by the
U(1)x quantum number of the SUSY theory.
The chiral families qlL , R acquire masses, however, primarily through their mixings with the vector-like families QL,R and QL,R which are induced by (~ar
This is because the direct mass-terms m(o)(qiL ~ q~), as well as the Q - Q' mixing termsm cannot be induced through either (~-~) or (r162 These receive small
contributions at most of order (1/10-1) MeV from products of (r162 and (~*~)
condensates, each of which is damped by (AM/Mm). Thus, dropping these direct
and Q - Q~ mixing mass-terms and ignoring QCD corrections for quarks for the
moment, the Dirac-m~ss matrices of the five families for all four sectors - i.e. q~,
qd, l and v - have the form [20, 30]:

qiL
~f(o)

(~IR

~'~],c = QR

QL

QtL

0

X~!

Y't~c

~

?'~
0

x~

0

~:~

(1)

!=(~,d);r

The index i runs over the three chiral families. The entitites X, Y, X ~ and Y' are
colunm matrices in the family-space having entries which are a vriori of order unity.
In the above ~ , ~1 and ~ are induced respectively by (~. ~), (~b!r
and
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~qJ
t.7.c.l.c,
qJ Ic--r,y,b o r l . Thus, apriori, one expects xx - O ( A M ( A M / M p I )
0 ( 1 TeV),
while x! and xc are expected to be smaller than xx by factor of S-10 (say), because
r are in the fundamental and A's in the adjoint representation of S U ( N ) . In short,
the 5 x 5 mass matrix for each of the four sectors has a natural see-saw structure.
In the absence of electroweak corrections, which are typically of order 5-10%,
one can argue that X T = ( X ' ) T and y T = ( y , ) T , and that the same X , Y and xx
apply to all four sectors: up, down, charged leptons and neutrinos. Furthermore,
ignoring eleetroweak corrections, one can always rotate the ehiral quark or lepton
fields qiR and q~; to bring the row matrices y T = ( y , ) T to the simple form (0,0,1)
and simultaneously X T = ( X ' ) T to the form (0,p,1), with redefined ~l and x,.
Note the consequent great reduction even in effective parameters. The 5 x 5 massmatrices of the four sectors - i.e. qu, qd, qt and v - which, in general could involve
at least 100 parameters - are described (barring electroweak corrections and direct
mass-terms _< 1 MeV) by only six effective parameters - i.e. p, ku, kd, kr, kt and kx.
Furthermore, we know the approximate values (within a factor of ten, say) of these
parameters. Upon examining the relevant preou-diagrams, one can argue that the
effective parameter p is less but not very much smaller than one. A value of p _
1/3 to 1/4 is found to be quite natural.
Given the zeros in (1), which stem from the symmetry of the underlying SUSY
preon theory, we see that regardless of the values of the entries in X and Y and
thus of p, one of the five families is guaranteed to be massless, barring corrections
of order 1 MeV, which thus can be identified with the electron-family [30]. Ignoring eleetroweak and multiplicative QCD corrections, one obtains the following
eigenvalues [30]:
0

----' 0 + O(1 MeV),

0

~,

mu,d,e,o,

me's't~'~

o
mLb,r,o"

Ir 1 t%

\ t~X }
~

2

'

( ~fKe
kxx

,

/

m~] = m~ = m~], = m~ = m~v = m ~ = m~v, = ~x = O(1 TeV).

(2)

Based on these and including QCD corrections one is led to predict [30] mt "-.
(90-150) GeV, with an upper limit mt < 150 GeV. At the same time, one understands why me is of orde 1 MeV. Furthermore, the p - r mass-ratios are given by
[mc,s,u/mt,b,r ] ~ p2/4. For p _~ 1/3 to 1/4, which is not too small and natural,
one thus obtains a rather large p - r-hierarchy of 1/36 to 1/64, as observed. In
this way, one understands naturally why mu,d,e <(( me,b,r with m e s i m O(1 MeV)
and mt ~ 100 GeV. Including direct mass terms in the top-left 3 x 3 block which
are of order 1 MeV and electroweak corrections, one also obtains hierarchical CKM
mixings [30].
In other words, the preon model provides at least a qualitative understanding of
the bulk of the mass-parameters associated with he Standard Model. In particular,
it explains why m ~ / m t ,,, 10 -5.
(iv) CP Violation: The model provides an elegant mechanism for spontaneous CP
violation, which is shown to vanish (for the observed processes), if the masses of the
electron family were set to zero [30]. The model predicts a electric dipole moment
for the neutron ~ (1 to 2-160) x 10 -25 ecru, which is observable.
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(v) Crucial Tests: One distinguishing feature of the preon model is that it leads
to several crucial predictions [30] by which it can really be falsified if it is wrong.
These include :
(i) mt <_ 150 GeV,
(ii) K ~ ~ / f ~ and KL ~ f~e are normal as in SM,
(iii) Am(B - / ~ ) N ~ ~ O(Am(B --/})SM),

(iv)

_.,

..s

(~2
k~x/

(.o.,,,)

(~) ~., _,ta_

1)%

(v) A(Z" ~ eft) which gives Am(D - D)SM ~ (1 -- 4) x 10 -15 GeV, while
Ame~pt _< 1.3 • 10 -x3 GeV and Am(D - b)SM ~ (1 -- 4) x 10 -x5 GeV,

(vi)

A(Z ~ ~e) which gives B(p --, 3e) = (1 - 5) x 10 -x3,

(vii) Ar~ -(A~-~)s M (1 -I-(~u/~A) 2) --(AI-~)SM [1 + ( 1 - 4)%],
(viii) N, ( L E P ) = 2 + ( 1 - 2 ( ~ , / ~ A ) 2)

-" 3 ~ (,02

~ .08),

prominent u~-v~ mixing with m(vT) ~ (1 - 50) eV, m(P~) ~ (10 -3 - 10-1)
eV, m(~e) ~-. 10 -s eV, and v~ -- ve consistent with the MSW solution [53],
(x) (edm), ~ (10 - tol/2) x 10-2s ecm,
(xi) existence of SUSY partners with masses ..~ (100 GeV - 1 TeV),
(xii) 2 Higgs doublets with familar SUSY charged and neutral members corresponding to tan/~ ~ (30-40),
(xiii) last b u t n o t least, e x i s t e n c e of t w o Vector-Hke Families:

mE.E, ,~ 200 -- 600 GeV,
mU.D.U,.V~ ~, 600 -- 2000 GeV.
Note that the existence of two complete vector-like families QL.R and QL.R
~ is
" indeed
the hall-mark of the model. For a variety of reasons, including renormalization
group analysis, it turns out that the number of these vector-like families must be
precisely two - no more, no less; one of these couples to WL a~d the.other to WR.
Furthermore, their existence, unlike the case of technicolor families, is perfectly
compatible [17] with the measurements of the S and T parameters. Noticing the
simple and the elegant manner in which their existence accounts for the gross
pattern of the fermion masses, it seems to me that it is a good bet that not only
SUSY particles but also precisely two vector.like families await discovery at the
SSC and LHC. Their leptonic members may well be seen at the TeV-range e - e +
colliders. The non-observation of two vector-like families at the SSC would, of
course, exclude the preon model, which, otherwise has many attractive features.
(vi) Supersymmefry Breaking: The preonic theory requires the presence of a new
metacolor force in the observable sector which becomes strong at a superheavy scale
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AM >> 1 TeV. Such a force would not, however, be permissible if quarks and leptons
were elementary. The existence of such a force, in the presence of gravity, allows
the possibility of a dynamical breaking of supersymmetry directly in the observable
sector (albeit with a damping by the Planck mass), which thus transmits efficiently
into the masses of the quarks, the gluinos and the winos. This may well be an
advantage over a dynamical breaking of supersymmetry occurring entirely in the
hidden sector o f a superstring theory [97-101], which seems to be the only possibility
in such a theory of quarks and leptons are elementary.
U n i t y of Forces at t h e P r e o n Level:
Although the derivation of a preon model resembling that proposed in Ref. 20
from a superstring theory is still awaited, it is intriguing to ask whether the coupling constants gl, g2 and g3 extrapolated in the context of the preon model from
their measured values at low energies do indeed meet with each other as well as with
gM near the Planck scale, for any reasonable choice of the metacolor gauge symmetry GM and the flavor-color gauge symmetry Glc. Note that the extrapolation
involves, broadly speaking, three regions of the particle-spectrum: (I) from 1 GeV
to abut 1 TeV where one has the standard three families of quarks and leptons and
the standard gauge bosons, (II) from 1 TeV to the metacolor scale AM "~ 1011 GeV
where the spectrum consists of the three chiral and two vector-like quark-lepton
families, the Standard Model gauge bosons and the superpartners of all these and
(III) from AM ~ 1011 GeV to the Planck-scale, where the SUSY preonic theory
prevails. The precise nature of GM and FIe may hopefully get determined ultimately by an underlying superstring theory if preons have thier origin from such a
theory. In this case, despite the non-unifying appearance of the effective symmetry
GM x Glc , the constraints of grand unification including the quantization of electric charge and the familiar equality of the coupling constants near the unification
scale Msu would still hold, especially for the k = 1 Kac-Moody algebra, barring,
of course, any Planck-scale threshold effect.
Note tha the extrapolation, based on renormalization group equations, is fully
determined in regions I and II because the spectrum and the gauge symmetry are
fixed, while in region III, there are only a few discrete choices which can be made
as regards the metacolor gauge symmetry GM and the flavor-color gauge symmetry
G/c. The scale AM is fixed at about 1011 GeV (within a factor of 3, say) by requiring
consistency with the hierarchy of scales, in particular by the observed mass of row.
In a recent work, Babu and I found [50] that with the measured low-energy
values of gl, g2 and g3 and thus with sin20w = .2333, a = 1/127.9 and a3 =
.118 at mz as input, the coupling constants including gM, remarkably enough,
show a clear tendency to converge to a common value within a few percent of each
other 3 at a scale Mu ~ (2 - 5) x 10is GeV, for the choice GM = SU(5)M and
Glc = SU(2)L x U(1)t3R x SU(4) c [52]. A sketch of the running of the coupling
constants al, a2, a3 and aM for this particular choice of GM and GI~ is shown
in Fig. 2. Note that c~2 and a3 (just barely) lose asymptotic freedom in region
II owing to contributions from composite SUSY partners. Yet, all the coupling
3Non-rcmormallzable interactions induced by Planck-scale physics and threshold effectsat Mpt
and AM could, in general, account for such differe~acesin the coupling constants by a few percent
which should otherwise meet. For some consideratio[m of the effects of Planck-scale physics on
the gauge couplings see [51].
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constants including a l , a2 and a3 remain pertubative 4 in the entire range of the
extrapolation except of course aM which becomes strong just around AM. Such
a tendency for a meeting of the coupling constants at the preonic level near the
Planck scale, despite the few discrete choices available for GM and Glc , appears
non-trivial, especially considering that a2 and a3 lose asymptotic freedom in region
II. It demonstrates that the unity of forces may well occur at the level of preons in a
manner that is truly novel compared to the conventional approach with elementary
quarks and leptons.
7. C o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s
To conclude, let me compare the two alternative approaches to unification : one
based on the idea of elementary quarks and leptons and the other on the idea of
preons.
On the negative side, the preon picture possesses a certain arbitrariness with
regard to the choice in the pattern of symmetry breaking and correspondingly in
the precise set of condensates which form near AM. While this type of arbitrariness
is present in one form or another in alternative approaches as well (compare e.g.
with the needed VEVs of the scalar partners of v• and N in the three-generation
Calabi-Yau models [44]), it is clearly desirable to understand the dynamics of locally supersymmetric gauge theories to shed some light on these issues. Of special
interest is the question whether vectorial global symmetries such as isospin can break
dynamically in a S U S Y QCD-type theory to which the premises of the Vafa-Witten
theorem do not apply. Such a breaking has been presumed within the preonic approach [20]. If it can be derived on dynamical grounds, one would have a compelling
reason for the breakdown of isospin and perhaps other global symmetries in SUSY
QCD-type theories. It also remains to be seen whether the preon-content and the
gauge symmetry of the type suggested in Ref. 20 can be derived from an underlying
superstring theory. These are some of the challenges confronting the preon picture.
On the positive side, while the pattern of the condensates needs t o be assumed
within the preonic approach, the scales of the condensates including those with a
damping by (AM/Mpz) are deduced (not assumed) on general grounds. Furthermore, even without being derived from a superstring theory as yet, the preonic
approach has emerged with many attractive features :
(a) It is already most economical in parameters and building blocks and thus is
devoid of much of the arbitrariness that goes with the conventional approach to
grand unification involving elementary quarks, leptons and Higgs bosons.
4It is intriguing to note that c~1,a2 and aa remain perturbative only for the minimal choie of
the preon-content, which introduces just 2 flavors and 4 colors [16]. For instance, if we increase
the number of preon flavors from the minimum number two to four (say), the number of chlral
families must be even and thus at least four, so as to include the three observed families. The
number of SU(2)L and likewise SU(2)R -doublet vector families must also be even, and, therefore,
there must be at least two of each with a mass ~, 1 TeV. Thus there must be at least 4 -t- 2 -I- 2
= 8 families and their superpartners contributing to the RGE in region II. In this case, given a3
at low energies, QCD would become confining at about 107' GeV. Hence the increase from two to
four in the number of flavors is simply not permitted. In this way, one can convince oneself that
the preon content of Ref. 20 is not only the minimal choice, but also the maximal allowed one,
and in fact the only possibility.
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(h) It is viable at present with regard to all available experimental probes including flavor-changing neutral current-processes and precision measurements of the
electroweak parameters, unlike standard technicolor.
(c) One major advantage of the preonic approach is that it seems capable of addressing successfully the three basic issues pertaining to the origins of (1) the
diverse maas-scales from Mpz to my, (2) family replication and (3) inter-family
mass-hierarchy. Once again, none of these issues can be addressed within the conventional approach to grand unification with elementary quarks, leptons and Higgs
bosons, with or without supersymmetry. And, as I mentioned before, the hope of
addressing these issues by deriving a conventional supersymmetric grand unification model from a superstring theory seems to be marred because the existing vast
set of solutions including Calabi-Yau, orbifold and four-dimensional constructions
do not show any promise in this regard.
(d) Last but not least, the recent work of Ref. 50 opens up the possibility that the
unity of forces can occur near the Planck scale through preons rather than quarks
and leptons, in accord with the recent LEP data. Thus the preonic approach seems
capable of achieving the aspired two-sided goal. That is unification of forces and
simultaneously a resolution of the issues of the origin of families and of diverse mass
scales [20,29,30].
(e) Finally, the real advantage of the preonic approach, it seems to me, is that
while it is capable of addressing some very basic issues, it also offers several crucial
tests listed above, by which it can be excluded, if it is wrong. This is so, inspite
of the fact that the compositeness scale AM is found to be very high, of order
1011 GeV. Thus, according to this picture, on the one hand, quarks, leptons and
Higgs bosons would appear point-like at energies << 1011 GeV - viz. one would
not expect to see any direct sign of their compositeness through departures from
point-like behavior - involving appearance of form factors - even at SSC energies.
Yet, on the other hand, there are several crucial though indirect low-energy tests
of the idea of compositeness, developed in Ref. 20, 29, 30, on the basis of which
the idea can live or die. These include a host of flavor-changing neutral-current
processes, in particular (i) "Z" ~ t6 or t --* Ze, (ii) D - b mixing, (iii) tau-decay
non-universality, (iv) a decrease of Nv from 3, correlated with the tau lifetime,
and uu - vT-oscillations [53] on the one hand and the unavoidable existence of two
complete vector-like families, which can be explored at the SSC and possibly also
the LHC, on the other.
Thus, in my opinion, the preonic approach to unification, though unconventional, seems to offer distinct advantages, at least in some respects, over the c~nventional approach of elementary quarks, leptons and Higgs bosons. As such, it
deserves further theoretical study in all its aspects involving dynamics of locally
supersymmetric QCD-type theories on the one hand and a derivation of a preonmodel of the type proposed in Ref. 20 from a superstring theory on the other.
As a concluding remark, it may be appropriate to recall, two historical incidents :
The idea of SU(3)-flavor as an approximate symmetry, suggested by Ikeda,
Ogawa and Ohnuki, Wess and Yarnaguchi turned out to be correct, but the identification of the fundamental triplet with the observed (p, n and A) rather than
with their constituents (quarks) turned out to be wrong. Even earlier, the idea of
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Yang and Mills for generating strong interactions by a non-abelian gauge symmetry
turned out to be right, but its association with the isospin symmetry of protons and
neutrons, rather than with the color symmetry of their constituents (quarks) also
proved to be wrong. One wonders whether a similar mistake is being repeated now
by adhering to the common notion tht the unity of forces shoudloccur at the level
of the observed quarks and leptons. The idea of superstring theories and, therefore,
of the unity of forces at a fundamental level, may well be right. But it remains to
be seen, and here experiments of the type mentioned above can help, whether the
fundamental fields emerging from such a theory correspond to the observed quarks
and leptons or possibly to a new layer of constituents - the preons.
By raising the alternative of preons, I am, of course, not suggesting that the
search for an ultimate layer of constituents would necessarily continue for ever.
Sooner or later, assuming that adequate funding of high energy experiments is not
halted prematurely, we are most likely to hit upon such a layer and thereby also the
"final theory". I believe that this could be the case even if, on energetic grounds,
one is unable to directly observe the physics at ultrahigh energies approaching the
Planck scale and thereby "see" the ultimate building blocks. This is because, one
the basis of concrete cases at hand discussed in the text, it seems likely that such
an ultimate theory, although defined at ultrahigh energies, would still provide clear
"shadold' at low energies by which it can be probed with a reasonable degree of
confidence. In addition to compatibility with observation, the two criteria whidh one
may use for deciding whether or not one has arrived at such an "ultimate theory"
are: (a) it should be able to provide simple answers to all the basic questions which
one would be capable of raising and (b) it should somehow be singled out by its
uniqueness and thus by its lack of arbitrary parameters.
The question is : have we arrived at such a theory already? My answer is tht
we have not. I say this because there are still many loose ends and gaps. Among
others, we do not yet have (i) a principle to derive a superstring theory, (ii) a
reason for the four-dimensional nature of space-time in which we live, (iii) an insight
into the non-pertubative aspect of string theories so as to understand the choice
of the ground state and supersymmetry breaking and (iv) a good reason for the
exact or the approximate vanishing of the cosmological constant. Optimistically,
speaking, however, there are reasons to believe that we may not be far from an
"ultimate theory" in that quite a few of its major ingredients are in. The basic
premises of the superstring theories and thereby of grand unification in a broader
perspective are very likely among these major ingredients. Yet, using the criteria
mentioned above, I believe that the common view in this regard that quarks and
leptons are the ultimate building blocks is likely to be false. The main reason
why I prefer the alternative of the supersymmetric preonic theory over that of
elementary quarks, leptons and Higgs bosons is that the former dictates one to write
the fundamental Lagrangian as a pure gauge theory in terms of massless fields with
no non-gauge couplings. Yet, as explained above, it seems capable of addressing the
three basic issues pertaining to the origin of families and mass- scales. By contrast,
the alternative of elementary quarks, leptons and Higgs bosons is burdened with
arbitrary mass and coupling parameters owing to its non-gauge Higgs sector and
cannot, at least so far, address issues of the type mentioned above.
While such a view, preferring the case of elementary preons, departs significantly
from the currently traditional view with regard to the nature of the fundamental
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building blocks and the manner in which the unity of their forces might occur,
I am optimistic that pre-SSC and the post-SSC/LHC-experiments, pertaining to
neutrino-physics on the one hand, and searches for (a) e - g - r non-universality, (b)
rare processes including t ~ Zc, (c) proton decay, (d) Higgs particles of the neutral
and the charged variety, (e) supersymmetry, and (f) complete vector-like families
on the other, would be able to resolve at least some of the basic issues including
that of a choice between the quark-lepton versus the preonic theory. These, thereby,
would provide a strong hint on the nature of the final theory. The next two decades
should thus be an exciting era in particle physics, perhaps exceeding the last two,
assuming that facilities like the SSC and the LHC would be forthcoming.
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